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Professor Gita Ramjee

“I strongly believe that my calling in life is to find 
methods that empower women to take control of 

their HIV prevention and reproductive health 
rights through informed choices.”



Journalism is part of the public health ecosystem

• Physician-journalist

• Epidemic Intelligence Service Officer
• During my epidemic investigations, disease wasn’t the only thing spreading

• Trained in journalism
• Reported on epidemics 
• JSK Fellow at Stanford: studied how news organizations cover public health crises



Tough Decisions

• March 7, Corriere della Sera newspaper receives leaked memo

• Italian officials considering a quarantine of 16 million people

• Would you publish information about a potential quarantine?



Tough Decisions



Journalism has Impact

• The story was published. 





Journalism has Impact

• The story was published. Thousands fled the region, flocking to train 
stations 

• The next day, Italy reported its highest day-on-day rise in deaths from 
covid-19



Public Health Crises

• Disease spreads widely, and so does information

• Misinformation

• Disinformation 

• False news can spread farther and faster than accurate information



Source: Misinformation Propagation in the Age of Twitter (2014), Fang Jin et al





THE AGENCY







A Free Press: The Immune System of a Democracy

• Journalists can counter false narratives

• Disseminate accurate information

• Hold the powerful to account



Journalists are not well-supported to cover public health crises





News Organizations Not Prepared to Cover Epidemics

• “Winging it”

• No pandemic plans

• Cuts to local news organizations

• Lack dedicated health and science reporters



Solutions

• Epidemic toolkit for reporters

• Inoculation theory

• Address disease epidemics and misinfodemics



Summary

• Information spreads in tandem with disease

• Misinformation spreads farther and faster than accurate info

• A free press is the immune system of a democracy

• Journalists not well-supported to cover epidemics

• Leaving the public vulnerable to disease and disinformation
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